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A Ka-BAND CIRCULARLY POLARIZED HIGH-GAIN
MICROSTRIP ARRAY*
John Huang
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of 1 echnoiogy
Pasadena, CA 91109
Introduction: This article presents a circularly polarized microstrip planar array that resonates at 32 GHz
.——
and provides a broadside beam, a minimum gain of 28 dB, and a bandwidth greater than 1 GHz. This
low profile, small mass antenna shall be surface mounted on a microspacecraft that is being developod
for future, deep space, NASA missions. Challenges arising from the development of this Ka-band antenna
include the minimization of the array’s feed network loss and the attainment of the required bandwidth.
High-gain microstrip arrays that have previously been developed for Ka-band or higher frequencies have
primarily been linearly polarized (1.p.)[i’2] In the case of this array, circular polarization (c.p.) is achieved
by employing the sequential rotation technique[3] in which each patch element is excited at a single feed
point. This technique is employed to minimize tho insertion loss that occurs in the microstrip transmissicm
line feed network and to satisfy the array bandwidth requirement. To further reduce the insertion loss, the
feed network uses a combined parallel and series feed technique that was developed recently’< ‘]. Ely
designing the microstrip line feed network with matched impedances throughout the entire circuit, the
bandwidth performance is further enhanced,
Antenna
Desiqn: The antenna array shown in Figure 1 consists of 192 microstrip patches and has am
—...-..
aperture size of 10,8cm x 8.3cm. It is printed on Duroid substrate having a relative dielectric constant of
2.2 and thickness of 0.025cm. The 192 patch elemcmts are separated into 48 identical 4-element
subarrays. Such a subarray is illustrated in Figure 2, 1 he four elements in the subarray are identical
square patches each of which has two truncated corners, The individual patches differ from one anothor
in oriontaticm and in electrical phase by multiples of 90°[3] The input/output coax connector, located at
the ccmter of the array, feects the microstrip transmission line with a two-way power division which splits
the power equally to the left and right identical halves with a parallel divider, Each half array is then fed
serially in columns by the microstrip line. The upper ant{ lower halves of the array are fed in parallel at
the array’s horizontal center line and then serially distributed to the subarrays in each column. This
combined parallel/series feed technique [41 is used to nlinin~ize insertion loss with its series feeds and to
achieve a reasonable bandwidth (without beam squint ~ffect) with its parallel feeds.
The truncated corner patch element design is based on the Cavity Model Theory [e] and the variational
mothocf[7]. The rnicrostrip power division circuit Wds designed using the simple closed-form microstrip line
equations, Note that at each power division point in Figure 1, the microstrip line changes width, These
changes in width assure uniform power distribution ttlroughout the array. The microstrip lines are
impeciance matched at every junction point throughout the array so that multiple reflections of the signals
are minimized to reduce insertion loss. Furth&more, the bandwidth of this array is greater than the
conventional “resonant” array in which impedances are not matched and multiply reflected signals are
significant. Although the array in Figure 1 appears to km a resonant array, it is actually classified as a
traveling wave array. The horizontal microstrip line length between adjacent columns and the vertical line
length between the adjacent subarrays are all integral multiples of the effective wavelength. These line
lengths ensure that the far-fields of the patches are all in phase in the broadside direction. Two effective
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wavelengths are used hero so that it is long enough to physically accommodate the subarrays and yet
short enough to avoid excessive insertion loss, Because of this effective wavelength requirement, the
spacing between adjacent patch elements is 0.74 fres space wavelengths.
~x~e,rimental Results: Th@ input/output to the array is an OS-5O coax connector. The measured input
return loss of the array is given in Figure 3 where a return loss of -23.6dB (1.14: 1 VSWR) is noted at 32
GHz, The 1.5:1 VSWR bandwidth is about 2 GHz. This wide impedance bandwidth is partly the result
of well matched lines and relatively large ohmic losses in the lines that attenuate reflections. Two tuning
stubs located a quarter wavelength away fromI the input connector are used to eliminate the input
transition mismatch. One of the measured principal plane patterns is shown in Figure 4. The 3cIB
beamwidths in the two principal planes are 4.5° and 5.~, These patterns show a peak sidelobe level of 12dB and a peak cross-pot level of -1 8dB (corresponds to 2dB axial ratio). It is believed that the cross-pot
radiation is caused primarily by the accumulated phase errors in the series-fed microstrip lines and by the
leakage radiation from these lines, The measured 3-dB axial ratio bandw”dth of the array is 1.3 GHz, This
relat”wely wide c.p. bandwidth is the result of the sequetltial arrangement of the subarray elements. The
array has a peak gain of 28.4 dB. Based on the radiating aperture size, tho calculated directivity of a
uniformly distributed array is 31 dB which implies that tho array has an overall eff~ciency of 55°A with a
total loss of 2,6 dB. Approximately, half the loss is attributed to the Ohmic loss of the feed network and
the romairring loss is due to cross-pol radiation, mismatches, patch loss, etc. The antenna exhibits a 1
dB maximum gain drop across a bandwidth of 0.95 GHz. This drop is surprisingly small because of the
combined parallel/series feed. The antenna’s total mass, including an aluminum supporting back plate,
is 0.05 kg.
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Photo of the circular] y polarized Ka-bancl microstrip
array antenna
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Figure 2. Sequential arrangemerlt of four t.runcated-corner
square patch elements.
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Figure 3. Measured input returrl I.OSS of the microstri p array
shown i n F’i. gure 2
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Figure 4. Measured radiation pattern in the narrow-beam plane
(hc}ri. zontal. plane of’ Figure 1 )

